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THE STELA FROM TOMB 4/94 DURING RECOVERY
Photo: Tawfik el-Gazzar. Macquarie University Helwan Project

BRIEF REPORT ON THE NINTH SEASON OF FIELD WORK AT HELWAN
The season took place between December 2005 and February 2006. The members of this
season were the director, Dr. Ahmed Fahmy, Dr. Salima Ikram, Jane Smythe, Christine
Marshall, Sharan Bradley, Ronika Power, Katherine Williams, Jana Jones, Natalie Barlow,
Amanda Kiely, Amber Hood, Jodie Hancock, Alice Stevenson, Tawfik el-Gazzar, as well as
the inspectors of antiquities Moafaq Mahmoud Maher, Wafaa Mohamed Shawqi, Marwa
Ragab Mohammed, the conservator Dr. Hany Hana and the trainee inspectors Mohammed
Helmi Hashim as well Nagla Fathy Lotfy.
Excavations continued in Operation 4, where 18 tomb structures were uncovered. All of these
burials, however, were severely robbed and therefore contained mostly disturbed burials and
contexts. Of particular interest is tomb 4/94, a relatively large staircase tomb of mid Dynasty
2 date, with a subterranean burial chamber and with evidence for peri-funeral offering
deposits in the descent. Deposits comprised two cattle skulls, numerous cattle limbs and large
quantities of stone vessels. Although severely plundered in antiquity, the lower part of the
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portcullis, and a mud-brick wall blocking the entrance to the burial chamber, could still be
recorded in-situ. The substructure consists of a small antechamber, a main chamber with a
large burial niche going west and two very small niches along the east wall. In the south
eastern corner of the ceiling the entrance of a robber's tunnel was located; it penetrated the
burial chamber vertically from above and contained an inscribed funerary stela, which may
have been deposited here at some point after the robbery. Almost the entire floor of the
substructure was covered with numerous limestone ‘dummy vessels’, stone vessels of calcite
and gneiss, pottery and the severely disturbed human remains of the adult female owner.
Another significant tomb is 4/91 which is a large rectangular pit tomb measuring 3.2 x 2.9 x
2.8 meters. Although not much of its original content was located in a primary position due to
repeated plundering, its fill material contained numerous fragments of stone and pottery
vessels, ivory objects and, importantly, a complete inscribed bone oil-label with a personal
name and titles of an official, supporting the tomb’s date in Dynasty 1.
Tomb 4/92 of early Dynasty 2 consists of a relatively deep rectangular pit with two lateral
ledges, running along the tomb’s north-south axis, which presumably once served the
placement of roof beams to protect the burial. It was robbed via a vertical robber's tunnel
which penetrated the substructure from the north-east, but which only affected the northern
part of the tomb containing the largely disarticulated human remains of the juvenile owner.
However, the southern half the tomb remained relatively intact and several complete stone
vessels as well as three intact flint blades and some delicate jewellery were found.
Tomb 4/106, dating to late Dynasty 1, was interesting from an architectural point of view as
its rectangular pit, measuring 2.4 x 1.8 x 1.95 metres, was lined with a low mud-brick wall
along the entire west side. In the north was a small perpendicular dividing wall which
separated the burial chamber from a small storage chamber containing several pottery and one
stone vessel. The decayed wooden coffin contained the disarticulated human remains of the
adult male owner.
While most of the larger tomb structures had attracted plunderers relatively early (such as the
aforementioned 4/91, 4/92, 4/94, as well as 4/100, 4/103 and 106) resulting in very disturbed
burial contexts, the smaller pit burials turned out to be much better preserved. Particularly
well-preserved were 4/102, 4/105 and 4/108 which all contained the decayed remains of a
wooden coffin with tightly contracted and fully articulated human skeletons. 4/105 was
especially well-preserved as it contained a few stone and pottery vessels, and the remains of
the adult female occupant still had remnants of skin and hair attached.
After careful excavation, photography and mapping, all the human remains, ecofacts and
artefacts were recovered and removed to the on-site storage in the Facility for Archaeological
Research at Helwan (FARAH) for study and conservation. Thanks to the support of the
Institute for Bio-Archaeology, Stage 2 of the construction of FARAH was completed adding a
conservation laboratory, toilet, kitchen and a large storage room to the facility. After the
season had ended the Supreme Council of Antiquities in Egypt finally made a breakthrough to
start the construction of a perimeter fence in order to hopefully protect the remains of the
archaeological site at Helwan from further destruction by urban sprawl.
E. Christiana Köhler
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EGYPT STUDY TOUR JANUARY 2006
From January 2 to January 26 2006, Dr Ockinga and Dr Binder
conducted a very successful study tour of Egypt. The group
travelled south from Cairo by bus, passing through the Fayoum.
Based at El-Minya, the group visited Beni Hasan, El-Amarna and
Tuna El-Gebel. Moving on to Sohag, we visited Akhmin, and, then
on the way to Luxor, looked at Abydos and Dendera temples. Three
days were spent at Luxor, exploring both the west and the east
banks of the Nile, including Luxor and Karnak temples, thence it
was on to Aswan. Here the group embarked on the cruise boat
Prince Abbas, visiting the recovered temples on Lake Nasser en route
to Abu Simbel. After flying back to Cairo, visits were made to
Saqqara and Giza, and another special highlight was a day visiting
Tanis and Tell Bastis.
THE 2006 TOUR GROUP AT
THE STATUE OF
MERITAMUN, SOHAG

The tour group visited the tomb of Mereruka, where a team from
Macquarie University, led by Professor Kanawati, was completing
the recording of the tomb. Professor Kanawati gave a fascinating
account of the discoveries that had been made.

In Luxor the group was also shown the work of the Chicago
House archaeological teams working in Luxor temple and
Medinet Habu. The director, Ray Johnson, described the
ways in which recording and restoration work was being
carried out and also discussed the problems of degradation
due to the rising water tables and salinity.
During the time in Luxor,
PROF. NAGUIB KANAWATI
John and Judy Dean visited a
local orphanage for abandoned girls run by the Italian
Franciscans to present a monetary donation they had raised
in Australia. Members of the group also carried to Egypt a
complete set of ACE publications, which was gladly received
by the new library in Alexandria.

ALEX WOODS AND FERIM ORUCU
WORKING AT MERERUKA'S TOMB

The Australian ambassador to Egypt, Bill Bowker, has taken
a great interest in the work of Macquarie University and the
group was invited to the Australian Embassy for an evening
reception – a very pleasant conclusion to a wonderful tour.
Tom Lockley

2006 ANNUALCONFERENCE
Music, Dance and Sexuality in Ancient Egypt
Saturday 19th August 2006 at 10 am sharp
Building X5B Theatre 1, Macquarie University
Speakers: Prof. Gay Robins, Emory University & Dr. Lise Manniche, Copenhagen University
Tickets for this year’s Conference are selling extremely well. We have included a booking
form in each member’s envelope; if you have already booked your ticket please feel free to
pass the booking form onto anyone else who may be interested in coming.
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Refreshments at the Conference
Tea and coffee will be supplied free of charge at the conference, however there will be no
accompanying biscuits this year. Below is a list of refreshments which may be purchased on
the day.
“Cookie Man” biscuits
Cake
Sandwiches

$1 for one or $1.50 for two
$2.50 per portion
$4.00 each (salad, egg or vegetable)
$5.00 each (meat or fish varieties)
2006 ANNUAL DINNER

This year's Annual Dinner was a great success. Dr. Rodna Seibels entertained us with her talk
about her student days at Macquarie including her escapades while working on the dig at ElHawawish. The game of Osirisk was a lot of fun and we would like to express our thanks to
our game mistress, Eve Guerry, and her fellow PhD students for their organisational skills.
Prizes for Osirisk were kindly sponsored by Basedow and Marienberg Wines, Dr Susanne
Binder and Prof. Naguib Kanawati. We had our usual raffle and a great surprise on the night
was the donation of two nights accommodation at the Cairo Sheraton Hotel, a sightseeing
tour and lunch. The lucky winner was Alan Oxley and we would like to thank Mr Safwat
Elbanna, of The Egypt Reservation Centre, Level 6, 28 Foveaux St, Surry Hills 2010 for his
generosity. Prizes were also donated by Steve Bridges of Maat Books, Judy Dean, Dr Roda
Kanawati, John Limbourne, Joan Pollett, Wandin Valley Estate and the ACE. To each and
every donor we express our appreciation and thanks, for without them our fund raising efforts
would not be successful.
Leonie Donovan
WEBSITE
Our website has recently been upgraded and has received some very welcome comments.
You may wish to log on to the site yourselves at www.egyptology.mq.edu.au. Many thanks to
Tom Lockley and Kylie Hilton for their time and efforts with this project.
RUNDLE FOUNDATION SUBSCRIPTIONS
Please note that a Renewal Form has been included with this newsletter for members who would like to renew
their membership.
NEW PUBLICATIONS
Reports 23:
In Press
Reports 24:

N. Kanawati (2005) Deir El-Gebrawi, Volume 1. The Northern Cliff, Oxford
N. Kanawati (2006) The Tomb of Inumin, Oxford

The price of Reports 1 to 18 is $44 each (incl. GST) and Reports 19 onward are $55 each (incl. GST).
Lists of the contents of BACE (1990 – 2004) and of ACE current publications are available on request.
All cheques should be made to MACQUARIE UNIVERSITY and all prices quoted include GST.

Address mail and enquiries to::
The Australian Centre for Egyptology
Division of Humanities
Macquarie University 2109

Phone: (02) 9850 8848
9 am – 3 pm, Monday – Friday
e-mail: egyptology@hmn.mq.edu.au

